
Document the terms you have 
with suppliers.

Work out which suppliers are 
responsible for the bulk of your spend.

Identify whether your company 
should be "shopping around" more.

Uncover any inconsistencies or 
inadequacies in your standard 
procedures and invoice management 
for supplier arrangements.

First 100 
Days in Office

Visit  proactis.com/us
Call  1-800-210-6602
Email  info-NA@proactis.com

To discuss your checklist in greater 
detail and to discover how we can 
help to streamline and automate 
your invoicing processes:

Review your 
spending Review your 

suppliers

Review 
your risks

You can't do everything in your first 100 days, 
but the one thing you must do is lay the 
groundwork. It's easy to get bogged down by 
the minute detail of every task. Just remember 
to keep yourself on track by always checking in 
and getting closer to knowing:

Where your finances are.

Where they need to be.

What needs to change to get there.

How you'll make those changes happen.

The final checklist

Review 
your processes

When you start a new role as a Finance 
Leader, the first step you must take is 
understanding the exact position of 
your company. 
Doing this will ensure that when you do make 
"game-changing" decisions, you maximize their 
effectiveness and people realize you know what 
you're doing.

Gather details of every cent that 
leaves your company, who it goes to, 
and what it's for. 

Identify departments that are 
spending large amounts or delaying 
payment and attracting penalty fees. 

Identify any flaws you could have 
with your current record-keeping.

The bulk of your first 100 days needs to be about identifying the 
most important information through a series of reviews.

Document how agreements or 
contracts work in practice. 

Identify risks – e.g. whether there is 
lack of visibility or control over spend 
resulting in non-compliance. 

Take a look at your potential threats 
if your supply to customers is delayed 
or interrupted.

Tick once 
complete

Talk to staff and ask how 
things work.
 
Sketch out the step-by-step 
("Purchase-to-Pay") process from 
how a financial liability first arises 
to when a supplier acknowledges 
receipt of payment.

Take a random invoice and walk 
through its journey along your 
payment process.
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